Series 98
DATA SHEETS

PRE-HUNG, FIBERGLASS DOOR AND JAMB WITH NAILING FLANGE
MUST SPECIFY SWING

Physical Characteristics
SIZES - Single Doors:

Available widths are 2/0 x 6/8, 2/6 x 6/8, 3/0 x 6/8, 3/8 x 6/8, 4/0 x 6/8, 3/0 x 7/0 and 4/0 x 7/0.

Double Doors: Available in any combination up to 7’4” (7/4) using two 3/8 width single panels. Double door has
astragal attached to inactive panel. Surface mounted head and foot bolts included. Right side active panel is standard,
may request left side active.
COLORS -

Polar White

JAMB -

3-1/2” fiberglass with nailing flange and kerf weather seals.

HINGES -

(3) 6” stainless steel strap T-hinges or (3) 4-1/2” stainless steel butt (fixed pin) hinges are available.

DOOR PANEL - Fiberglass frame surrounds and captures the fiberglass skin. Overall thickness is 1-15/16”. Panel core is polyurethane
injected foam. Standard blocking for HD barn latch. Panel can be ordered prepped for bored lockset.
BLOCKING -

When strap hinges are ordered, HD shurlatch blocking is standard. When butt hinges are ordered, blocking and bored for
lockset is standard. When deadbolt is ordered, door is blocked and bored for deadbolt. Closer blocking is optional.
Special blocking may be ordered as an option.

SKIN TYPE -

.120” pebble-textured FRP (i.e., fiberglass) skin is standard. UV stabilized protective material is an available Option.

THRESHOLD - Thermally broken, aluminum thresholds are available as an option. Standard is handicapped approved.
BOTTOM SEALS - Optional. Heavy duty bottom seal (used without thresholds). Aluminum holder with vinyl sweep (for use with
thresholds).
LITE KITS -

Thermal pane tempered glass lite is normally used.
Lites often requested are:
1 LE

16x16

no grids

1 LI

20x24

no grids

Additional lite kits are available, see the accessory pages for other lite sizes.
HARDWARE - See accessory pages for listing of hardware available.

Due to Plyco Corporation’s ongoing commitment to product improvement, we reserve the right to change without notice, product specifications and availability.
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